
 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASSICAMENTE 

Dialoghi senesi sul mondo antico: 

ricerche e nuove prospettive nello studio dei greci e dei romani 
(II edition) 

 

The graduate students and junior researchers of the Centre for the Anthropology of the Ancient World 

at University of Siena announce the second edition of the seminar project Classicamente. Dialoghi 

senesi sul mondo antico (Classicamente. Sienese Dialogues on the Ancient World), focused on the 

different topics which have characterized our research centre since its foundation in 1986. 

The purpose of this project is to engage young researchers (up to 35 years of age) in a dialogue aimed 

at sharing and discussing their different approaches to the classical world (anthropological, 

philological, historical, archaeological, semiotic, etc.) and their research results. Proposals should 

address one of the following topics: 

- Religion 

- The uncanny 

- Ancient economy 

- Greek law 

- Violence 

- The body 

- Memory 

- Gender studies 

- Translation 

- The Book and Writing 

For further information on the topics please visit: 

http://www3.unisi.it/ricerca/centri/cisaca/nuovo/dottorato/CFP2018english.pdf.   

Candidates are requested to send an abstract of 300 words max. in pdf format by July 1st at the 

following address: dialoghisenesi@gmail.com. The pdf file should not include any reference (in the 

title or in the text itself) to the candidate’s identity, in order to ensure anonymity and fairness at the 

time of selection. All details (i.e.: name, surname, title, chosen thematic area, academic status and 

affiliation) should be mentioned in the text of the email. Each proposal should also include a brief 

CV of the candidate. For pre-doctoral students a reference letter is expected. 

Three or four papers will be selected by the scientific committee for each thematic area. Each session 

will be opened by a keynote speaker. Thereafter, the selected young researchers will deliver 30-40 

min. papers, followed by a thorough discussion.  

Proposals for panels of two-three speakers are welcome. A general abstract presenting the panel is 

also necessary.  

The seminars will take place in Siena. Notice of acceptance will be given by the 30th of September. 

 

FURTHER INFORMATION 

The proceedings of the seminars will be published after an anonymous peer review.  

Languages accepted: Italian; English; French. Accommodation and travel expenses will be partially 

covered.  

http://www3.unisi.it/ricerca/centri/cisaca/nuovo/dottorato/CFP2018english.pdf


For further information visit: 

http://www3.unisi.it/ricerca/centri/cisaca/nuovo/dottorato/CFP2018english.pdf   

or contact:  

dialoghisenesi@gmail.com.  

 

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE:  

Alessandro BARCHIESI (Siena/New York-NYU), Marco BETTALLI (Siena), Maurizio BETTINI 

(Siena), Simone BETA (Siena), Corinne BONNET (Toulouse), Tommaso BRACCINI (Turin), Carlo 

BRILLANTE (Siena), Michele FARAGUNA (Milan), Daniela FAUSTI (Siena), Stefano 

FERRUCCI (Siena), Alessandro FO (Siena), Cristiana FRANCO (Siena-Unistrasi), Mario 

LENTANO (Siena), Rosa Rita MARCHESE (Palermo), Aglaia McCLINTOCK (Benevento), 

Francesca MENCACCI (Siena), Giusto PICONE (Palermo), Francesca PRESCENDI (Geneva), 

William Short (Exeter), Antonio STRAMAGLIA (Bari), Caterina TRISTANO (Siena), Cristiano 

VIGLIETTI (Siena). 
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